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Abstract We present a Deep Learning approach to dialogue management for mul-
tiple domains. Instead of training multiple models (e.g. one for each domain), we
train a single domain-independent policy network that is applicable to virtually any
information-seeking domain. We use the Deep Q-Network algorithm to train our
dialogue policy, and evaluate against simulated and paid human users. The results
show that our algorithm outperforms previous approaches while being more practi-
cal and scalable.

1 Introduction

With the proliferation of intelligent agents, assisting us on various daily tasks (cus-
tomer support, information seeking, hotel booking, etc.), several challenges of Spo-
ken Dialogue Systems (SDS) become increasingly important. Following the suc-
cessful application of statistical methods for SDS - casting the dialogue problem as
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and applying reinforce-
ment learning (RL) algorithms - several approaches have been proposed to tackle
these challenges as well as reduce the development effort. One such challenge is the
ability of an SDS to converse about multiple topics or domains.
Statistical Dialogue Management. POMDPs have been preferred in dialogue man-
agement due to their ability to handle uncertainty, which is inherent in human com-
munication. A POMDP Dialogue Manager (DM) typically receives an n-best list of
language understanding hypotheses, which are used to update the belief state (re-
flecting an estimate of the user’s goals). Using RL, the system selects a response
that maximises the long-term return of the system. This response is typically se-
lected from an abstract action space and has to be converted to text through language
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generation. Concretely, a POMDP is defined as a tuple {S,A,T,O,Ω ,R,γ}, where
S is the state space, A is the action space, T : S×A→ S is the transition function,
O : S×A→Ω is the observation function, Ω is a set of observations, R : S×A→ℜ

is the reward function and γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor of the expected cumula-
tive rewards J = E[∑t γ tR(st ,at)]. A policy π : S→ A dictates which action to take
from each state. An optimal policy π? selects an action that maximises the expected
returns of the POMDP, J. Learning in RL consists exactly of finding such optimal
policies; however, due to state-action space dimensionality, approximation methods
need to be used for practical applications. One such method is to perform learning
on summary spaces [1, e.g.].
Relevant Work. Recently, Gašić et al. [2, 3] proposed the use of a hierarchical
structure to train generic dialogue policies that can then be refined when in-domain
data become available. A Bayesian Committee Machine (BCM) over multiple dia-
logue policies (each trained on one domain) decides which policy can better handle
the user’s utterance, and delegates control to that policy. Using this structure, the
system can deal with multi-domain dialogues. In order to adapt to new speakers
with dysarthria, Casanueva et al. [4] explore ways of transferring data from known
speakers, to improve the cold-start performance of a SDS. In particular, when a new
speaker interacts with the system, they propose a way to select data from speakers
that are similar to the new speaker, and weigh them appropriately.

In [5], the authors use Deep RL to train a policy network which takes as in-
put noisy text (thus bypassing Spoken Language Understanding) and outputs the
system’s action. The latter can either be simple (e.g. inform(·) ) or composite (e.g. a
sub-dialogue≡ domain). The internal structure of the model is a network of Deep-Q
policy networks, each of which learns a dialogue policy for a given domain, plus one
network for general dialogues (e.g. greetings etc.). The authors train Naive Bayes
classifiers to identify valid actions from each dialogue state and they train a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to select the appropriate domain. They evaluate their sys-
tem on a two-domain information seeking task, for hotels and restaurants. Our work
is different in that we train a single Deep-Q network that is able to operate across
domains, therefore making it much more scalable, as in Cuayahuitl et al.’s [5] work,
it is necessary to add a network for each domain, and the actions in the output are
domain-specific.

Other scholars tackle the problem of adapting to new or known users over time,
or focus on different parts of the dialogue system (e.g. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]). Our
approach, however, does not rely on complicated transfer learning methods [12,
13] but instead on modelling the generic class of information seeking dialogues by
abstracting away from the specifics of each domain. In prior work, Wang et al. [14]
proposed a domain-independent summary space (applicable to information-seeking
dialogues) onto which a learning algorithm can operate. This allows policies trained
on one domain to be transferred to other, unseen domains. In [15], we proposed
to apply Wang et. al’s domain transfer method to design a multi-domain dialogue
manager. We here extend this work by applying Deep Q-Networks and show that
this outperforms the previous, GP-SARSA-based multi-domain SDS.
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2 Multi-Domain Dialogue Management

Domain Independent Parameterisation (DIP) [14] is a method that maps the (belief)
state space into a feature space of size N, that is independent of the particular do-
main: ΦDIP(s, l,a) : S×L×A→ ℜN ,s ∈ S, l ∈ L,a ∈ A, where L is the set of slots
(including a ‘null’ slot for actions such as hello). ΦDIP therefore extracts features
for each slot, given the current belief state, and depends on A in order to allow for
different parameterisations for different actions. This allows us to define a fixed-size
domain-independent space, and policies learned on this space can be used in vari-
ous domains, in the context of information-seeking dialogues. As shown in [15], we
can take advantage of DIP to design efficient multi-domain dialogue managers, the
main benefit being that we learn a single, domain-independent policy model that
can be applied to information-seeking dialogues. Aiming to further improve the ef-
ficiency and scalability of such dialogue managers, we here propose to use a variant
of DQN [16] to optimise the multi-domain policy. To this end, we use a two-layer
feed-forward network (FFN) to approximate the Q function.
Achieving Domain Independence. To be completely domain-independent, we
need to define a generic action space A for information seeking problems. For our
experiments, we include the following system actions: hello, bye, inform, confirm,
select, request, request more, repeat. The policy thus operates on the ΦDIP ×A
space, instead of the original belief-action space. By operating in this parameter
space and letting the policy decide which action to take next as well as which slot
the action refers to, we achieve independence in terms of both slots and actions, as
long as the actions of any domain can be represented as functions of A ×L, where
L are the domain’s slots including the ‘null’ slot. The learnt policy therefore decides
which action to take by maximising over both the action and the slots:

at+1 = argmaxl,a{Q[ΦDIP(st , l,a),a]} (1)

where at+1 ∈ A × L is the selected summary action, st is the belief state at time
t, and a ∈ A . To approximate the Q function, we use a 2-layered FFN with 60
and 40 hidden nodes, respectively. The input layer receives the DIP feature vec-
tor ΦDIP(s, l,a) and the output layer is of size A ; each output dimension can be
interpreted as Q[ΦDIP(s, l,a),a]:

−→Q (ΦDIP(st , l,a))≈ so f tmax(W M
k xM−1

k +bM) (2)

where −→Q (ΦDIP(st , l,a)) is a vector of size |A |, W m are the weights of the mth layer
(out of M layers in total) for nodes k, xm

k holds the activations of the mth layer, where
x0 = ΦDIP(st , l,a), and bm are the biases of the mth layer. To generate the summary
system action, we simply combine the selected slot and action from equation (1).

The architecture of the system is shown in figure 1. We train the model with
DQN with experience replay [16], standardising the input vector of each minibatch
to ensure that it follows the same distribution over time. However, we introduce a
small bias in the minibatch sampling, towards datapoints with infrequent rewards.
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Fig. 1 The architecture of our DNN-based multi-domain dialogue manager. It should be noted that
any policy learning algorithm can be used in place of DQN.

In particular, we sample datapoints d from an exponential-like distribution with a
small λ value, taking into account the probability of a datapoint to occur in the
experience pool, given a reward r, similarly to [17]. If done efficiently, this only
introduces a linear factor in the algorithm’s time complexity while considerably
improving performance and robustness. We used a pool of 1,000 datapoints and a
minibatch of 100.

3 Evaluation

Using the PyDial system [18], we trained the DQN-based DM in simulation on four
domains: Cambridge Attractions (CA), Cambridge Shops (CS), Cambridge Hotels
(CH), and Cambridge Restaurants (CR) using a topic tracker to switch between
them, for SLU and NLG purposes. We allowed 1,000 training dialogues (training
for one epoch after every ten dialogues) and 1,000 evaluation dialogues while vary-
ing the semantic error rate. To assess performance, we compare against a DIP-based
DM trained with GPS and a baseline of policies trained with GPS in a single-domain
setup (GPS-IND). For the DIP-based algorithms we allow 10 dialogue turns per ac-
tive domain; this means that the multi-domain dialogues are longer than the single-
domain ones, as the active domains at each dialogue and can range from 2 to 4.
However, in the multi-domain condition, each domain is active on average in less
than 750 dialogues. We therefore train the single-domain policies allowing 40 turns
per dialogue, for 750 dialogues.

We then evaluate the multi-domain DMs against a BCM-based DM trained un-
der the same conditions, by conducting a small human user trial, as due to certain
restrictions we were not able to conduct crowd-sourced experiments.
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Results. Table 1 shows the results of the experiments in simulation, where we varied
the semantic error rate, averaged over 10 training/testing runs. We can see that the
DQN-based DM outperforms GPS-DIP on multiple domains, as it is more robust to
higher error rates (e.g. at the CH domain). Both DIP DMs outperform the baseline
in the no-noise condition as they are able to learn more general policies and mitigate
effects of harder-to-train domains (e.g. CH). In the presence of noise, GPS-DIP does
not seem to cope very well, contrary to DQN-DIP which seems to fare much better
in deteriorating conditions even though both algorithms use the same input.

DQN-DIP GPS-DIP GPS-IND
Error 0% 15% 30% 45% 0% 15% 30% 45% 0% 15% 30% 45%

CA 95.65 94.2 88.41 79.17 95.5 94.44 77.78 28.17 87.1 78.9 68.7 59.2
CS 95.45 92.96 90.48 76.47 92.59 92 84.62 54.55 89.6 87.2 80.4 71.9
CH 81.25 71.62 64.47 45 88.89 26.92 16.67 10.61 64.6 47.9 35 21.8
CR 92.86 90.62 87.88 71.23 82.61 77.78 61.9 36.11 86.5 78.4 74 59.2

AVG 91.30 87.35 82.81 67.97 89.90 72.79 60.24 32.36 81.95 73.1 64.53 53.03

Table 1 Dialogue Success rates for the three dialogue managers under evaluation.

We conducted a small user trial (30 interactions) comparing the DIP DMs and
a BCM DM trained under the same conditions for 1,000 multi-domain dialogues.
We asked participants to engage with the SDS in multi-domain dialogues (2 to 4
domains simultaneously active). Success was computed by comparing the retrieved
item with the participant’s goals for that session. In the end, participants were asked
how they would rate the dialogue overall, and had to provide an answer from 1
(very bad) to 5 (excellent). Table 2 shows the results, where we can see that DQN
performs very closely to BCM. Even though we can’t draw strong conclusions from
30 interactions, it is evident that DQN using a single policy model performs at least
as well as BCM, which uses one policy model for each domain. More trials will be
conducted in the near future, including the DM proposed in [5].

DQN-DIP GPSARSA-DIP GPSARSA-BCM
Success 78.6% 59.3% 75%
Rating 3.78 2.67 3.5

Turns/Task 3.25 5.04 4.17

Table 2 Objective dialogue success and subjective dialogue quality rating by participants.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach to training multi-domain dialogue managers us-
ing DNNs. The core idea in this method is to train a single, domain-independent pol-
icy network that can be applied to information-seeking dialogues. This is achieved
through DIP [14] and as we have shown in this paper, DNNs trained with DQN
[16] perform very well. We are currently exploring different DNN architectures and
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techniques that extend the present work and can handle large action spaces and
multi-modal state spaces. Last, we plan to combine our DM with belief state track-
ing methods such as [19] or [20], in an effort to move towards end-to-end learning.
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